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1 . Context: Building on Fossil Fuel Divestment

The cl imate movement, and the student cl imate movement in

particular, has had incredible success campaigning for fossil fuel

divestment. 89 UK universities, a massive 60% of the sector, now

hold a fossil fuel divestment commitment. This landmark

achievement has come about because of the tireless work put in by

students and staff to hold universities to account for their

involvement in the cl imate and ecological crisis. Oil companies have

reported divestment as a threat to their finances, and the ideas of

ethical investment and the exclusion of fossil fuel companies from

investment portfol ios have become part of mainstream financial

management.

However, universities are still acting as a key pillar propping up the

extractive industries responsible for the climate and ecological

crisis unfolding around us. They are actively promoting careers in the

oil , gas, and mining industries. They invite these companies to attend

careers fairs, advertise their vacancies on careers websites, and

promote them in emails to the student body.

Through their careers services, universities actively support the

industries most responsible for the cl imate and ecological crisis that

we are currently experiencing. They are al lowing and assisting those

harmful , unsustainable industries to present themselves as an

acceptable part of our present and future, but we know that they

cannot be. We must oppose this col laboration between extractive

industries and career services, and work to dismantle recruitment

pipel ines into the oil , gas, and mining industry. That is the overal l

goal of Fossil Free Careers.

1 . Context: Building on Fossil Fuel Divestment
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2. Aims of the campaign

The Fossil Free Careers campaign aims to end recruitment pipel ines

from universities into the oil , gas, and mining industry. It targets the

relationships between university careers services and these

companies with the ultimate goal of getting those corporations

excluded from careers fairs, careers websites, and kicked off our

university campuses.

To do this, we are cal l ing upon al l university Careers Services to do the

fol lowing:

• Refuse all new relationships with oil, gas or mining companies

• Decline to renew any current relationships with oil, gas or mining

companies after the contractually obligated period ends

• Adopt a publicly available Ethical Careers Policy that explicitly

excludes oil, gas and mining companies from recruitment

opportunities

By actively promoting careers in the oil , gas, and mining sectors,

universities reinforce the power of those industries and material ly

contribute to the cl imate and ecological crisis. We must continual ly

place responsibil ity for the cl imate and ecological crisis at the feet of

these extractive industries - targeting their recruitment operations

does this effectively, and is therefore a vital target.

3. Why focus on careers
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I t is also a good tactical choice: the oil and gas industry is already

struggl ing to recruit graduates, who hold them responsible for the

cl imate crisis. A 201 7 study showed the number of graduates taking oil

and gas jobs had dropped by 60% in four years, and oil companies are

increasingly recognising this as a key threat to their business models.1

They have been pushed into a strategy of actively recruiting students

on campus, and are vulnerable to disruption of these operations.

There is significant precedent for our demands. Our Freedom of

Information research uncovered that 20% of university Career

Departments already have some kind of ethical industry exclusion -

these were primarily tobacco and the adult/sex industry, with some

exclusions on the gambling industry too.

Real ly, it’s a commonsense decision: universities have a responsibil ity

to promote jobs with a future to their students, and we know that

there is no future for jobs in the oil , gas, and mining industries. Even

the most conservative science states we need to dramatical ly scale

down resource extraction if we are to avoid the worst impacts of the

cl imate and ecological crisis. These are therefore dead end jobs.

Universities should instead be promoting good, green jobs with a

future, and should take responsibil ity for building the sustainable,

ethical workforce we need to transition to a just and equitable energy

system and low-carbon economy.

https://www.worldoil.com/news/2019/8/2/oil-industry-has-a-millennial-problem-as-talent-pipeline-trickles
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4. Who are the Targets

We all know fossil fuel companies are bad. Their operations are

responsible for accelerating the cl imate crisis, they use their massive

influence to prevent effective cl imate pol icy, and their entire

business model is bound up in exploiting people, nature and the

power differences caused by colonial ism, capital ism and racism.

However, this also extends to the mining of minerals that are required

for renewable energy systems, l ike cobalt and copper. As with fossil

fuel extraction, the global system of mineral mining profits from the

exploitation of oppressed and economical ly poorer communities,

whilst ensuring they stay oppressed and economical ly weakened by

the impacts of that very same mining.

Extractive operations, be it dril l ing for oil or mining for nickel , depend

on the exploitation of poor, marginal ised, racial ized populations who

bear the brunt of the violence caused. Entire communities get

displaced against their wil l from their homes, and have their land,

water and air poisoned. Livel ihoods are destroyed, and those who

resist often experience violent repression. ’.

We cannot afford to let the mining industry avoid accountability for

the climate crisis and perpetuate the very unjust systems that led to

it in the first place: we must challenge and dismantle the whole

system of extractivism if we are to build a just and liveable planet for

all. This is why the Fossil Free Careers campaign targets recruitment

into the extractive industries - the oil, gas, and mining industries - in

order to challenge the system at its root.
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5. Transition minerals - a false Solution

We should understand fossil fuel extraction as one part of a broader,

global economic system of extraction and exploitation, cal led

extractivism. As the pressure ramps up on the fossil fuel industry,

mining giants are increasingly looking to dodge accountabil ity and

keep this unjust system of extractivism in place by shifting their

operations, moving from mining coal to mining the raw materials

required for renewable energy instead - known as ‘transition minerals’.

‘Transition minerals’, are the minerals that are vital to the technology

of low-carbon energy systems, particularly extracting, storing and

transmitting renewable energy. The ful l l ist is: Cobalt, Lithium, Nickel ,

Copper, Bauxite, Gold, Graphite, Iron, Silver, Tin, Tantalum, Tungsten,

Zinc, and the 1 7 rare earth elements.2 Lithium, to take one example, is

an essential component of electric vehicle batteries: if we were to

simply replace the massive number of petrol-powered cars with

electric ones, that would drive a huge spike in the demand for l ithium.

There are terrible social and environmental costs to the mining of

transition minerals, and these costs are experienced unevenly by

different groups; the impacts fal l upon low-income, racial ized, Black

and Indigenous communities to a much larger extent.

In every sense fossil fuel extraction and transition mineral mining are

two sides of the same extractivist coin. It’s even the very same

companies which are responsible! 6 of the top ten largest transition

mineral miners are fossil fuel companies, and over half of al l global

cobalt production comes from fossil fuel companies. We are seeing

companies which have historical ly been some of the world's largest
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coal miners, l ike BHP and Anglo American, move towards transition

minerals in order to ‘greenwash’ themselves: using the very real need

to decarbonise our economies in order to address the cl imate crisis,

to justify a massive expansion of an environmental ly and social ly

destructive activity.3

Currently, the end use of most transition minerals is not renewable

energy technologies anyway; they actual ly end up in weapons

manufacturing, aviation, nuclear technologies and construction. The

industry’s claim that we need to ramp up transition mineral mining to

address the cl imate crisis is false and self-serving, a convenient way

for them to continue their core business model: ripping apart our

planet and our communities for profit. We must reject this false

solution and stand in sol idarity with the communities big miners have

decided are disposable. We must topple the pil lar of support

university Careers Departments are providing to these harmful ,

unsustainable industries: we must demand Fossil Free Careers.

https://waronwant.org/sites/default/files/2021-03/A%20Material%20Transition_report_War%20on%20Want.pdf
https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/oureconomy/mining-giants-bhp-pretend-be-solving-climate-change-latin-america-they-are-deadly/ 
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6. Getting Started

I f you are reading this, there wil l probably be a People & Planet group

at your university. Get in touch with them via email or social media, or

head along to the next meeting and chat to people there. They're a

friendly bunch, and always looking for new people to get involved.

You'l l meet wonderful people, learn loads of new skil ls, and actual ly

make a lasting difference. You won't regret it!

If you can't find a group, we can either put you in touch or help set one

up at your university. Go to our website at

www.peopleandplanet.org/fossil-free-careers/ and drop us a

message. You can also see more details on the campaign and next

steps to take.

The best way to start is to share our nationwide petition for Fossil Free

Careers in student onl ine spaces to start conversations at your

institution. Get a few friends to do the same, and soon your campaign

wil l be taking off. M ake sure that you give people who sign the petition

an easy way to get more involved in the campaign!

Next, you might want to bring our template Student Union motion to a

Student Union meeting and get the official backing of the student

body. You could also approach the workers’ union branches that

operate at your university, l ike your university’s UCU or Unison branch

to see if they would pass our template union motion.

Email us at fossilfreecareers@ peopleandplanet.org if you want to

chat about any aspect of the campaign in detail .

www.peopleandplanet.org/fossil-free-careers/



